Doesn't Fit Anywhere Else - BP Checkpoint Videos

From: CB_kid  Jun-2 3:45 pm
To: ALL  (1 of 3)

http://checkpointusa.org/

Do Border Patrol Agents experience drivers like this often? Maybe not necessary with a camera but people with the same horrible attitude and agenda? If so are Agents taught how to deal with people like this at the academy? I'm not asking any Agents to get into any OPSEC material (nor would I want you to) but is there really THAT little Agents can do when faced with a situation like these (in the videos, under "Homeland Security")?

Thanks
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From: Phelly2  Jun-2 4:20 pm
To: CB_kid unread  (2 of 3)

47110.2 in reply to 47110.1

All of your questions have been answered in other threads on this forum, which you can find if you use the search function.

To answer your question really quick without too much detail(because this is a dead horse), this is not a "regular"
occurrence, but it's not unheard of.

And yes, agents are taught how to deal with this type of person. The key is knowing the law and where your authority comes from. You can't argue with cold, hard facts.

From: J B (JBThug)  Jun-2 8:05 pm
To: CB_kid unread (3 of 3)
47110.3 in reply to 47110.1

Do Border Patrol Agents experience drivers like this often?

Almost daily. The guy who shot that video goes through 2 or 3 checkpoints EVERY DAY. He only posts the ones that are embarrassing for the Agents.

Maybe not necessary with a camera but people with the same horrible attitude and agenda?

And worse. People cop bad attitudes like that while carrying 3,000 lbs of dope or 20 illegals or 5 kilos of cocaine, hoping to be skipped.

If so are Agents taught how to deal with people like this at the academy?

No, we send new trainees to checkpoints and expect them to figure out what to do on their own.

... is there really THAT little Agents can do when faced with a situation like these (in the videos, under "Homeland Security?")?

No, there is this option:
